AALL & CREATE – Filaments & Feathers card

Technique: Copic Coloring/shimmer powders

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 minutes

STAMPS:
AALL & Create:
#621 Filaments & Feathers
#598 – Minutes In Flight

STENCILS:
#37 – Cracked Walls 1

INKS:
Versa Fine Clair Nocturne black
Hero Arts Intense Black

Copic Markers:
Blues: BG11, BG13, BG49
Purples: V12, V15, V17
Yellows: Y11, Y15, Y19
Greens: G21, Y15, G28
Orange: YR07

ACCESSORIES:
Nuvo Shimmer Powders: Solar Flare, Atlantis Burst, Falling Leaves
Paper Trimmer
Silicone Bone Folder
Paper trimmer
Foam Squares
Embellishment wand
Simon Says Stamp end of the Rainbow Sequins
Bearly Art Glue
¼” score tape
Score Pal Mini

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
White Hammermill
Black
Bristol Card stock

DIRECTIONS:

1. Grab a background from your stash and cut it down to a 3 x 6" size. This one is on Bristol card and colored with Nuvo Shimmer Powders in Solar Flare, Atlantis Burst and Falling leaves.
2. Use the Misti to stamp the image onto the colored background in Versa Fine Clair Nocturne Ink.
3. Next, stamp the image again onto a piece of Hammermill white card stock using Hero Arts Intense Black Ink (copic friendly).

**CREATING THE ART PIECE**

4. Color the art piece with Copic Markers:
   - Blues: BG11, BG13, BG49
   - Purples: V12, V15, V17
   - Yellows: Y11, Y15, Y19
   - Orange: YR07
   - Greens: G21, G24, G28

5. Once colored, fussy cut out the image.
6. On a separate piece of Hammermill white, stamp the Minutes in Flight stamp in Intense Black Ink.
7. Color the butterfly in purples and cut it out.

**Creating the Mini Slimline Filaments and Feathers Card.**

8. First, stamp the two corners with the Filaments and Feathers stamp in black.
9. Next, Place the Cracked Walls 1 stencil over the top left and bottom right corners and smudge the Tim Holtz Salvaged Patina Distress Crayon through the stencil.
10. Attach to a black mat cut 3 -1/8" x 6-1/8"
11. Finally, cut the card base from Hammermill white, 6-1/2" x 7"m score with the 7" side at the top at 3-1/2 to create a 3-1/2 x 6-1/2" card base.
12. Attach the card front to the card base and then use foam squares to attach the art piece to the card over the similar stamped image.

**Happy Stamping**
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Scor-Tape 0.25 Inch Crafting Tape
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3M Scotch DOUBLE-SIDED FOAM TAPE...
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Bearly Art THE MINI Precision Craft...
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NOCTURNE...
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Scrapbook Adhesives THIN 3D 217 WHITE...
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Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Crayons SET...
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Copic Sketch Marker BG11 MOON WHITE...
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END OF THE...
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Copic Sketch Marker BG13 MINT GREEN...
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Copic Sketch Marker BG49 DUCK BLUE at...
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Copic Sketch Marker V12 PALE LILAC...
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Copic Sketch Marker V15 MALLOW Violet...

Copic Sketch Marker V17 AMETHYST...

Copic Sketch MARKER G21 LIME GREEN at...
Copic Sketch MARKER G24
WILLOW Green...

Copic Sketch MARKER G28
OCEAN GREEN...

Copic Sketch MARKER Y11
PALE YELLOW...

Copic Sketch MARKER Y15
CADMIUM...

Copic Sketch Marker Y19
NAPOLI YELLOW...

Copic Sketch Marker YR07
CADMIUM...

Tonic SOLAR FLARE Nuvo
Shimmer Powder...

Tonic ATLANTIS BURST
Nuvo Shimmer...

Tonic FALLING LEAVES Nuvo
Shimmer...

Strathmore BRISTOL SMOOTH
9 x 12...